Did You Know?

PHMSA ranked Inadequate and Unacceptable Evaluation Processes among the Top OQ Issues to Date.

Of the NOPVs [Notice of Probable Violations] issued in 2018, greater than $500K in proposed and assessed penalties were due, in part, to individuals not being evaluated competently or at all on task skills.

To address this issue, eWebOQ is launching an Authorized Evaluator program as an integral component to OQ. In fact, all individuals working for an eWebOQ-accepted-operator must be evaluated by an Authorized Evaluator to receive qualification credit in the near future.

To become an Authorized Evaluator, you’ll need to have a minimum of 7 years’ experience performing the covered tasks for which you apply. Your application will be thoroughly vetted before you can proceed to training.

Once you get there, our Authorized Evaluator training will equip you with the tools you’ll need to conduct effective evaluations. You’ll be given hands-on performance simulations, training in eWebOQ systems, and knowledge and performance testing.

If you succeed in the training, you’ll be eligible to conduct evaluations for your own company and for other companies who will need your services.

Apply Now! evaluator.eweboq.com

If you think you have what it takes to become an eWebOQ Authorized Evaluator, apply at evaluator.eweboq.com or contact evaluator.admin@eweboq.com.